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SUBJECT: ee THE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION =~ os vneete 8 

To advise you of the status of pending requests received from = ~ 

the President's Commission concerning the assassination of President 

John F, Kennedy and related matters and to advise you of the volume of 

material submitted to the President's Commission to date as a result of 2 

our investigative efforts.. . re LR” 
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. mo At the present time, there are sixteen pending. requests which 

| phave been received from the President's Comission, the oldest dated 

— ‘January 13; 1964," and the most recent dated March_4,_1964, Of this oe 

total, the General_Investigative Division ims nine..such ‘requests and the 

Donestic Intelligence Division _has seven such requests. It should be 

poted that the request dated January 13, 1964, is of a continuing nature 

and relates to extensive background investigation of the Paines of 

Irving, Texas, who have been closely associated with Lee Harvey Oswald 

and his wife. The status of all such requests is set. out in the enclosed 

document. —- ee eb Se 7 YNREC co sewuee tat une 

Since the inception of our investigation, we have furnished 

,the President! ig Commissio
n _in excess_of ‘12 800' pages _of investigative 

results. This is broken down as follows: Wee Harvey Oswald and related 

nvestigationg 8650 pages; Jack Leon Ruby, civil rights investigation, 
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In addition to the above, our Laboratory has prevared in 

jexcess of 2400 ‘photographs for the Commissions nN oe 

@,All requests of the Commission will CSAtiue Sto ré®bive a . . 
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